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Now again RIM is the talk of the town regarding showing up of the Blackberry Messenger on the
Android or any other iphones would be strictly banned very soon. The bosses of the Blackberry 
have realized that providing license for the BBM to other smart phones is just like ditching the
Blackberry admirers. According to the news the new boss of the Research in Motion without any
discussion has stopped talk of licensing BBM to other smart phones. Rim is trying to convince that
the next version of the Blackberry software would be superb innovation from RIM because
according the rumors the Blackberry Software needs a little effort in renovating its hardware. The
main reason of the popularity of Blackberry handset is due to its QWERTY keyboard which is really
appreciated by the people.

There are some negative features attached to it that the Blackberry remains sticks to the petite
screen which is not at all good for web browsing, games, videos apps and so on. This is true news
that Blackberry smart phones share is declining at a very fast rate. The BlackBerry has a reliable
security which is also a reason of selling of this handset. The upcoming BlackBerry playbook 4G
there would be inbuilt BBM which is a superb feature but the original playbook did not have email.
RIM has claimed that the BlackBerry Messenger has right now 55 million admirers and is a popular
messaging gadget.

However its unique features has taken step behind due to the outburst of competitor free messaging
apps, as well as last yearâ€™s outage that has created a great mess in all over the world. Moreover the
Android gadgets have captured number of customers away from the BBM list.

It was calculated that the free messaging apps like the WhatsAPP possess accost mobile phone
networks which is more than the Â£8bn but now have relieved some of the pressure on more and
more stressed phone networks. During the past days RIM has faced a very torrid time period
declining sales of the handsets, network outages and many more allegations which straightly shows
that BlackBerry is not able to stand in front of the leading mobile brands called Apple and Android.

Find the best Blackberry phone with best offers : Blackberry Bold 9900 deals@
www.blackberryboldtouch9900deals.co.uk
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